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Players’ welfare is 
‘main priority,’ says 
Asian football body
HONG KONG: Asian football’s governing body
said player welfare was its “main priority” after
criticism from the global players’ union that it
had been slow to provide enough support since
the coronavirus shutdown. FIFPro general secre-
tary Jonas Baer-Hoffmann last week said the
Asian Football Confederation’s engagement had
been “lacking severely”, adding that player wel-
fare problems threatened to undo Asia’s progress
in the sport. But the AFC defended its response
to the Covid-19 crisis. “The Asian Football
Confederation put the welfare and the well-being
of the players-and all our stakeholders-as our
main priority throughout the pandemic,” it told
AFP in a statement. 

The AFC “provided support for clubs and
leagues through the member associations and
regional associations,” it added.  “Our competi-
tions were the first to be postponed in the world
and that was to protect the health of all those
who were to be involved in those matches.”
Baer-Hoffmann highlighted the problems faced
by players in Indonesia, saying a “unilateral deci-
sion” by clubs to slash wages by three-quarters
had caused “quite severe hardship”. “We would
have liked to see the confederation (AFC)
involved in some of these really drastic negative
situations on the domestic level,” Baer-Hoffmann
told AFP.

He added: “We would very much expect that
the confederation sets a certain standard, in
terms of embracing collective decision-making,
in terms of embracing the standards that we are
working under on the deeper level. And that’s
certainly not happening.” Like many sports bod-
ies, the AFC has suffered severe difficulty run-
ning its competitions this year. The suspended
Champions League has resumed in a biosecure
“bubble” in Qatar, while the second-tier AFC
Cup has been cancelled and World Cup qualifiers
are on hold.

“Our focus has been on the safe resumption
of our AFC competitions in a biosecure envi-
ronment as well as promoting the restart, where
safe and appropriate, of the leagues in our
member associations,” the AFC said.  The Kuala
Lumpur-based body said it also took part in
FIFA discussions leading up to the approval of
up to $1.5 billion in grants and loans for national
football associations around the world. FIFPro,
headquartered in the Netherlands, represents
tens of thousands of footballers worldwide via
65 national player associations, including eight
in Asia-Pacific. —AFP

COLOGNE: Germany twice had to come from
behind to earn a rollercoaster 3-3 draw against visi-
tors Switzerland in an exciting Nations League
group game packed with incident on Tuesday. The
Swiss took an early lead through Mario Gavranovic
and Remo Freuler added a second before goals
from Timo Werner and Kai Havertz levelled the
scores. Gavranovic then grabbed his second only
for Serge Gnabry to earn Germany a point.

The result moves Germany within a point of
League A Group Four leaders Spain, who remain on
seven points after losing 1-0 away to a Ukraine side
now on six points, while the Swiss, still without a
win, stay bottom with two points. Germany coach
Joachim Loew reverted to a four-man defense for
the game in an empty stadium, after they had led in
the last four games only to concede equalizers in
three of them.

But it remained their weak spot on Tuesday as
they struggled with quick breaks from the Swiss who
found far too much space. “It was extremely intense.
We started badly but showed great attitude in com-
ing back,” Loew said. “That was positive. In defense
we made our share of mistakes which we have to
stop. But we showed that the team is ready to fight.”

The Swiss had stunned Germany with Gavranovic’s
fifth minute header and doubled the lead in the 26th
when they intercepted a pass from Toni Kroos, play-
ing in his 100th international, and Freuler beat goal-
keeper Manuel Neuer with a cool chip.

Werner hit back for the hosts two minutes later,
wrongfooting keeper Yann Sommer with a clever
low shot, as the Germans maintained possession
and kept pushing forward. Robin Gosens’ effort was
tipped over the bar by Sommer late in the first half
but the keeper was beaten when Havertz charged
into the box and fired in the equalizer in the 55th.
But Germany’s backline kept leaking goals as the
Swiss went back in front in the 57th. Neuer made
consecutive saves from Haris Seferovic but
Gavranovic drilled in on the rebound.

A sensational Gnabry back heel flick on the
hour pulled the home side level once more and
rescued a point for Loew’s team. “We have to
defend better, defend more intelligently and
smarter,” Havertz said. “But we kept coming back,
we showed a strong mentality. We need more
patience but today there were lots of good signs.
We will keep working at it.” The Swiss finished
with 10 men following the stoppage-time dismissal

of defender Fabian Schaer for a second booking. 

Spain go down 
Meanwhile, substitute Viktor Tsygankov’s strike

gave Ukraine a surprise 1-0 win over goal-shy
Spain in their Nations League clash in Kiev on
Tuesday. The 22-year-old Dynamo Kiev player had
not long been thrown into the fray by coach Andriy
Shevchenko when he latched onto Andriy
Yarmolenko’s superb through ball and fired past an
exposed David de Gea in the 76th minute. The goal
came against the run of play with Spain applying
most of the pressure at the Olympic Stadium, where
coronavirus restrictions were eased enough to
allow a limited number of fans to attend.

It was a shock result after Spain-who had not
lost since November 2018 — won 4-0 when the
sides met in Madrid just last month, and Ukraine
are now only a point behind Luis Enrique’s team
in League A, Group 4. With two rounds of
matches still to play in November, Spain top the
group on seven points , a  point  above both
Germany and Ukraine, with winless Switzerland
bottom on just two points. Germany came from
2-0 and then 3-2 down to draw 3-3 with the

Swiss in Cologne on Tuesday.
The Ukraine squad had been hit by a host of

coronavirus cases before being trounced 7-1 by
France in a friendly in Paris last week, and Andriy
Shevchenko’s side then lost 2-1 at home to Germany
at the weekend. They were fortunate not to fall
behind on several occasions against Spain, with
goalkeeper Georgiy Bushchan doing well to tip over
a Rodrigo Moreno header early on. Bushchan, of
Dynamo Kiev, also tipped over a Sergio Ramos
free-kick in the first half, while Manchester City
midfielder Rodri hit the post in the 65th minute.

Luis Enrique sent on Ferran Torres along with
Mikel Oyarzabal, the Real Sociedad forward who
scored in the 1-0 win over Switzerland at the week-
end, but Spain could not find a way through. It was
a disappointing return for them to the stadium
where they beat Italy 4-0 in the final of Euro 2012,
and Spain have managed just one goal in three out-
ings this month. Often criticized for his performanc-
es with Manchester United, De Gea will also face
scrutiny for his positioning at the goal, and Spain’s
home meeting with Germany next month is shaping
up to be decisive in deciding who advances to the
four-team finals. —Agencies

Spain go down to surprise Nations League defeat in Ukraine

Germany recover twice in a
topsy-turvy draw with Swiss

COLOGNE: Germany’s midfielder Toni Kroos’ free kick fails to make it past the Swiss wall during the
UEFA Nations League football match Germany v Switzerland in Cologne on October 13, 2020. —AFP

KIEV: Spain’s Sergio Reguilon and Ukraine’s midfielder Andrii Yarmolenko vie for the ball during the
UEFA Nations League football match between Ukraine and Spain at the Olympiyskiy stadium in Kiev on
October 13, 2020. —AFP 

EFL clubs enthuse over 
proposals as FA warns 
against breakaway 
MANCHESTER: English football’s increasingly bit-
ter row over plans to change the structure and
financing of the game descended into threats and
warnings ahead of Wednesday’s crunch meeting of
Premier League clubs. The plans, backed by
Liverpool and Manchester United and dubbed
‘Project Big Picture’, would see an increase in funds
for the 72 clubs in the Football League (EFL) but
also include special voting rights for the top clubs in
the Premier League and a reduction in the size of
the top flight to 18 clubs.

While EFL club chairmen talked of “overwhelm-
ing support” for the plans, which include a 250 mil-
lion pounds ($323.48 million) rescue package for
their clubs, FA chairman Greg Clarke addressed
reports that there had been a threat from clubs
backing the plan to leave the Premier League.
Clarke said he had been involved in initial discus-
sions with the top clubs but left them after they
began to discuss the possibility of a breakaway.

“In late spring, when the principal aim of these
discussions became the concentration of power and
wealth in the hands of a few clubs with a breakaway

league mooted as a threat, I of course, discontinued
my involvement,” Clarke said in an open letter to FA
Council members. EFL chairman Rick Parry was
asked by a reporter on Sunday whether he had
offered the ‘Big Six’ — Liverpool, Manchester
United, Manchester City, Chelsea, Tottenham
Hotspur and Arsenal — the opportunity to leave the
Premier League and join with EFL clubs. Parry
declined to comment. Clarke added a reminder in his
letter that the FA, as the English game’s governing
body, has the power to block any changes and made
a warning about the risks clubs would take with
regard to Champions League participation. “UEFA
look to us to nominate the league, and therefore the
clubs, that will play in their competitions,” wrote
Clarke. But while Clarke’s comments clearly provide
a deterrent to any top flight clubs thinking of a
breakaway option should the plan fail to win enough
support from the Premier League clubs, the EFL
clubs appear enthusiastic about the plans.

Strong support 
The EFL said the plans “...received strong sup-

port, with an overwhelming majority of clubs indi-
cating a willingness to discuss the proposals further
on the basis that the primary benefits for the future
of the English pyramid are clear. “...while there are
no specific timescales for what happens next, there
is a clear need for a progress in this matter as
quickly as practically possible,” added the state-

ment. While several owners of third and fourth tier
clubs have been enthusiastic about the plans, Peter
Ridsdale, the owner’s representative at
Championship (second tier) club Preston North
End, said that he was wary of the big clubs. “If I’m
absolutely frank, do I trust the top six today irre-
spective of these proposals? No I don’t. I don’t
think some of them believe in the pyramid,” he said.

“I think some of them believe in a franchise system
like you see in the (United) States. However, at the
moment what we have is an offer to assist the pyra-
mid which wasn’t on the table. “Today the Football
League has a unique opportunity if this remains on
the table to perhaps protect the Football League for
the long term while in the short-term it is in real dan-
ger”. EFl chairman Parry, the ex-Liverpool and
Premier League CEO, has been the public face of the
plans but his decision to work with the top clubs has
caused anger among some of the non-elite Premier
League clubs, according to several media reports.

Sky Sports News on Tuesday cited an unnamed
board member at one Premier League club saying
that Parry should resign. The Premier League state-
ment in response to the proposals reported by The
Telegraph on Sunday named Parry individually. The
UK government has criticized the plans with a
spokesman for Prime Minister Boris Johnson saying
on Monday: “It is exactly this type of backroom
dealing that undermines trust in football gover-
nance”. —Reuters

Neymar hat-trick 
fires Brazil past 
Peru, Argentina labor
MONTEVIDEO: Neymar scored a hat-trick to become the
second highest scorer in Brazil’s history as the Copa
America champions won 4-2 away to 10-man Peru in a
World Cup qualifier on Tuesday. The goals took Neymar to
64 international strikes, two more than Ronaldo but still
well behind Pele’s record of 77. Elsewhere, Joaquin Correa
scored the winner 11 minutes from time as Argentina
labored to a 2-1 victory over Bolivia to maintain their
100% record after two matches. Peru twice took the lead
through Andre Carrillo and a heavily deflected strike from
Renato Tapia, but two controversial Neymar penalties, an
injury time third and a close range strike from Richarlison
maintained the Selecao’s winning start to qualifying for
Qatar 2022. Carrillo opened the scoring on six minutes
with a dipping volley from 20 yards after latching onto
Marquinhos’s weak clearance. Peru Goalkeeper Pedro
Gallese then denied Firmino from point blank range after
he seemed certain to tap home from Richarlison’s cush-
ioned header.

Brazil dominated the ball but Peru’s pacey forwards
looked dangerous on the counter-attack and visiting
goalkeeper Weverton had to be alert to keep out a shot
from Christofer Gonzales. But Neymar sent Gallese the
wrong way from the spot after Yoshimar Yotun was
penalised for tugging his shirt in the box. Out of nowhere,
Tapia’s speculative long-range strike took a wicked

deflection off Rodrigo Caio and wrong-footed Weverton
on 59 minutes. The lead lasted only a few minutes before
Richarlison touched a Firmino header from a corner over
the line to restore parity. The winner came seven minutes
from time as Carlos Zambrano was harshly adjudged to

have fouled Neymar. Worse was sti l l  to come for
Zambrano as he was sent off minutes later for a stray
elbow that caught Richarlison and Neymar drilled home
the final nail in Peru’s coffin after Gallese spilled a shot
from Everton Ribeiro. —AFP

LIMA: Brazil’s Neymar (left) and Peru’s Carlos Zambrano fall during their 2022 FIFA World Cup South
American qualifier football match at the National Stadium in Lima, on October 13, 2020, amid the COVID-
19 novel coronavirus pandemic. —AFP


